The unique universal blinds bulkhead

What is BlindBoxTM?
BlindBox™ is a fresh view on the traditional bulkhead
constructed in timber and plasterboard and then
decorated. BlindBox™ works in a similar way by providing
a universal housing that accommodates most makes of
blinds with added options of a closure plate to conceal
the blinds further and a ceiling flange that integrates with
the main ceiling.
BlindBox™ provides a secure fixing with bracket locks to
suit Armour systems.
BlindBox™ is a one-piece aluminium profile conferring the
further benefits of a clean, sophisticated finish, significant
savings on installation time and cost effectiveness and a
reduction in site waste.

How does BlindBoxTM work?
BlindBox™ is designed to be installed to a completed shell
before ceiling construction.
When installed, BlindBox™ creates a universal recessed
housing concealing the retracted blinds and provides
the perimeter ceiling edge in one integral profile. With no
further requirement for drilling on site the blinds are simply
and cleanly fitted just before handover.
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We would be probably saving 75% of the
time that we would have spent doing it in a
traditional way with bulkheads
Site Manager, Major Construction Company

AESTHETIC
Neat finish
Hides hardware
Blinds roll up completely to ceiling level
The sleek housing formed by BlindBox™ conceals the
retracted blinds, brackets and mechanisms leaving a
clean finish and the blind totally inconspicuous when
raised.

EFFICIENT
75%

FASTER INSTALL
over traditional bulkhead

With a 75% saving on labour time over constructing
and decorating a bulkhead in the traditional way, you
can bring your whole project forward.
• Single piece solution is fast to install
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• Saves constructing and decorating bulkhead
• Dry solution, no wet trades
• Also cuts installation time of blinds
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1. Fits flush with ceiling level
2. Provides edge flange for ceiling
3. Hides blinds, brackets and mechanisms
4. Single piece finished solution (see p6 for main configuration details)
5. Cover plate conceals blinds
6. Ideal for use with motorised and BMS systems

BlindBoxTM Specification
K40 260 PERIMETER TRIMS
Manufacturer:
Armour UK | Tel: 08453 83 83 83 | sales@armour-uk.com

EFFECTIVE

Type:
Armour Recessed BlindBox™ to provide housing and secure fixing for window blinds;
• CFWF (with ceiling and wall flanges)
• CF (with ceiling flange)
• WF (with wall flange)
• NF (with no flange)
Closure plate options as below;

Cost effective

i. With front fitting closure plate on an internal fixing to conceal blinds

Safer bracket

iii. With no closure plate

BlindBox™ represents a significant saving in on-site
time and cost and for this reason alone is installed as
a continuous ceiling perimeter both where blinds are
and are not required.
BlindBox™ bracket-locking system works with Armour
systems to secure the blind support brackets
eliminating the risk of them being pulled out, and
fixings the whole width of the blind dramatically
reduce fixing point loads.

ii. With rear fitting closure plate on an internal fixing to conceal blinds

Material:
Manufactured from 6063 aluminium and polyester powder coated. RAL 9010 30% Gloss.
Fixing:
Fixings are to be selected and supplied by the appointed specialist ceiling contractor. Fixing centres
maximum 1000mm

Technical Configurations
BlindBox™ with Ceiling and Wall Flanges
Face fixed option with ceiling flange to provide
lip for the ceiling. Diagram shown with front
fitting closure plate.

BlindBox™ with Ceiling Flange
Top fixed option with ceiling flange to provide lip
for the ceiling. Diagram shown with front fitting
closure plate.

BlindBox™ with Wall Flange
Face fixed option with no front ceiling lip.
Diagram shown with front fitting closure plate.

BlindBox™ with No Flanges
Top fixed option with no front ceiling lip. Diagram
shown with front fitting closure plate.

• Decrease site labour and hours
• Less wastage and excess material
• One-piece profile combines bulkhead and perimeter trim
• Brackets locked into BlindBox™ (on Armour systems)
• Brackets square and millimetre perfect
• Removes reliance on installer
• Reduce point loadings
BlindBox™ will enhance your project with its speed of installation, aesthetics,
less mess and cost saving features. BlindBox™ replaces the traditional bulkhead
by providing a universal housing that suits blinds from most manufacturers with
many benefits for the Specifier, the Contractor and the Client.

BLINDS
CURTAINS
WINDOW FILM
OUTDOOR SHADING

Find out how we can help you.
To find out more or to discuss the window shading requirements
for your next project why not get in touch.

01883 731 188 | sales@stansons.co.uk | www.stansons.co.uk

Stansons Group, Wickens Place, Godstone Hill, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8AP

